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Get an in-depth view of all visitors to your web site or blog, including their paths, previous actions, and the actions they have
performed. You can also use Stuffed Tracker to: � Create your own optimized marketing campaigns. � Track the performance

and optimize all of your marketing campaigns, including banners advertising, pay per click, email and affiliate marketing. �
Track your sales, downloads, signups, loading of important pages and see where the visitors that performed these actions

originally came from. � Discover new advertising sites and search engine keywords that you can make use of to get more
quality traffic and higher conversion rates. � Track sales, downloads, signups, loading of important pages and see where the
visitors that performed these actions originally came from. � Watch the trends for years, months, days, weekdays and even
hours. � Monitor activity of particular visitors and groups of visitors. � Find out the most effective versions of marketing

copies and web pages by using the built-in split tests functionality. � Examine the path of every visitor and see all actions and
sales that the visitor performed while browsing the site. � Watch the trends for years, months, days, weekdays and even hours.

� Detect click fraud. � Implement even most sophisticated and customized tracking scenarios thanks to full access to the
source code of Stuffed Tracker. � Monitor activity of particular visitors and groups of visitors. � Find out the most effective
versions of marketing copies and web pages by using the built-in split tests functionality. � Examine the path of every visitor
and see all actions and sales that the visitor performed while browsing the site. � Track sales, downloads, signups, loading of
important pages and see where the visitors that performed these actions originally came from. � Watch the trends for years,

months, days, weekdays and even hours. � Find out the most effective versions of marketing copies and web pages by using the
built-in split tests functionality. � Examine the path of every visitor and see all actions and sales that the visitor performed
while browsing the site. � Watch the trends for years, months, days, weekdays and even hours. � Track sales, downloads,

signups, loading of important pages and see where the visitors that performed these actions originally came from. � Find out
new advertising sites and search engine keywords that you can make use of to get more quality traffic and higher conversion

rates. � Monitor traffic statistics and
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The most comprehensive and easiest-to-use tracking solution for graphic designers. - Learn more about macros or see the list of
existing macros here: - Product Tour: - Demo Download: - Support: - Release Notes: - Forum: =======================
=============================================================================== ===========
==========================================================================================
= -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Kapeli's award winning products are 100%

freeware. Kapeli takes no advantage of its users and does not collect, store or use any personal or user-specific data. If you
would like to change your mind or cancel your purchase, you may do so any time. ================================
====================================================================== ====================

================================================================================== Some of
the featured software: ============================= - DontPayPaid.com � Earn Money for Free Internet Surfing. -

Mightyclicks � It's a 100% Free and 100% Easy System. - 2Checkout.com � 2Checkout.com - Top Merchant Account. - BitPay
� Easiest and Fastest Way to Accept Digital Currencies. - MediaGuardian � Online Internet Security. - 7Digital.com � Sell

Digital Goods Online. - Kountal � A Free Bitcoin Program. - RegisterMadeEasy � RegisterForFree. - SOAPI � Authenticate
Online using your Credit Card. - WordPress Fastest and Easiest Way to Build your own Website. - TheNewPower.net � 100%

Free Directories. - The Power of Fiverr � Get Paid To Do Anything. - Shopp.org � Create a 100% Free Online Store. - Hypixel
� 15x More Spawns. - CoinSpot � Easiest Way to Buy Bitcoins. - DontPayPaid.com � Earn Money for Free Internet Surfing. -

Mightyclicks � It's a 100% Free and 100% Easy System. - 2Checkout.com � 2Checkout.com - Top Merchant Account.
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Stuffed Tracker is the simplest and most cost-effective way of tracking visitors and optimizing site traffic. If you build your site
using PHP and MySQL, you can easily use Stuffed Tracker to track your web pages, set split tests, add customer data and much
more. Who is this software intended for? Stuffed Tracker is designed to be used for any website. Webmasters use it to track
visitors, optimize their marketing campaigns and increase their conversion rates. What are the main features of this software? 1.
Track visitors and get detailed reports for them With Stuffed Tracker you can track all actions that the visitor performed on
your site. Every action is tracked - this includes mouse clicks, page views, download, signups, etc. You can set parameters to
track only particular actions or entire groups of visitors. For example, you can set up a parameter to track all new customers.
You can also set up parameters that track each particular email sent by your affiliates or advertising partners. 2. Find out who
refers your visitors to your site Stuffed Tracker gives you the opportunity to follow all the links, ads or search results that bring
your visitors to your site. You will get all the related information - the number of clicks, the number of visits, the number of
conversions, etc. 3. Get your visitors to behave You can set up a parameter to track visitors that are behaving - that is, the
visitors that are loading your site fast and efficiently. You can set up your own user parameters - parameters for different users -
and even limit access to the report view to some of them. 4. Track sales, download and more Stuffed Tracker is a great way of
keeping track of your downloads, sales and customers. You can even track the performance of particular sales - for example, all
the sales made to your affiliates. 5. Monitor your visitors You can view reports in a calendar format - this means that you can
track the visitors for any given day or month. You can even view the trends for years, months, days, weekdays and even hours.
6. Detect click fraud Stuffed Tracker is a great way of detecting click fraud - a fraud that usually happens when someone loads
your site multiple times and then adds some links or ads. 7. Find out the path of every visitor You can get to know your visitors
at a very detailed level. You can view the number of visitors per hour, day, week, month and year. You can see the

What's New in the Stuffed Tracker?

Stuffed Tracker is a high quality, real-time web traffic analyzer for free. It helps you identify which of your online marketing
campaigns, ads, or landing pages are generating the most quality traffic and get you more sales. The traffic monitoring system
works by tracking the events that happen when visitors access your website, e.g. landing on your website, ordering,
downloading, signing up for your email list, etc. For each of these actions, Stuffed Tracker shows you which campaigns are
responsible and which keywords were used to find you. This gives you a complete view of all traffic sources for each visitor and
allows you to easily optimize all campaigns, ads, and pages that make up your marketing mix. Simply add as many pages or
campaigns as you like, either from your website or from Google Webmaster Tools. With Stuffed Tracker, you can track
millions of keywords (both paid and organic) and hundreds of ad campaigns. Using Google Analytics, you can track conversion
rates for individual landing pages as well as for groups of pages (for example, all pages of a particular category). You can also
set a goal to analyze how many users converted to a certain page. You can start tracking as early as within a minute after a user
visits your site. You can even track new users and see how much time they spent on your website before clicking through to a
conversion page. You can display all data using graphs, tables or a combination of both. All Google Analytics data, along with
information such as IP address, referrer, time and date of access, etc. You can use it to track your website's visitors. Analyze
your site's traffic by using advanced filters that help you find out who your visitors are, where they come from, what keywords
are used in search engines to find you, etc. Analyze visitors' actions on the website by performing split tests and other advanced
actions. Use filters to find out which visitors perform the actions you are interested in. You can also track activities on your
website and get complete information on every page of the site. Using this feature, you can find out which versions of the same
website or a particular page perform best. Analyze data for a specific time period by applying date or time filters. Use the
export function to store all or selected data for later use. You can also control where data is stored and where it is backed up.
Monitor traffic and the activity of individual users and groups of users. You can use it to identify problems in your site or to
debug technical issues. You can also implement invisible tracking, a feature that allows you to track visitors who use an
incognito mode. KWICommerce is a PHP and MySQL driven multi-vendor e-commerce shopping cart system that supports
more than 20 different payment methods. This is a nice package if you want to have
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Vista, XP with Service Pack 3. Macintosh with Mac OS X 10.5 or higher. 8 GB (Mac) or more (Windows) of hard
disk space. CPU: Intel i7 2.2 GHz 2 GB (Mac) or more (Windows) of RAM. 512 MB (Windows) or more (Mac) of video
RAM. 10 Mbps network connection. Controller keyboard and mouse. Possibly sound card and speakers. In
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